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the! Canadian! architect! and! authorRartist,! Rob! Kovitz.! Published! in! the! late! 1990s! and!
composed! of! texts! and! images! drawn! from! sources! including! decorating! manuals,!
anthropological! studies,! performance! art,! crime! scene! photographs! and! literature,! the!
book,!through!subjective!editing!and!juxtaposition,!offers!a!meditation!on!the!“behaviour!of!




!A! unique! gaze! for! the! significant! detail,! for! what! lies! alongside,! for! those! fresh!
elements! which,! in! thinking! and! in! the! world,! arise! from! here,! for! the! individual!
things!which!intrude!in!an!unaccustomed!and!nonRschematic!way,!things!which!do!
not! fit! in! with! the! usual! lot! and! therefore! deserve! particular,! intrusive! attention!
(quoted!in!Smith,!1989,!p.!340).!!
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Henry! Fox! Talbot’s! book! The$ Pencil$ of$ Nature! ...! consisting! of! original! prints!






today! as! “photobooks,”! usually! have! a! particular! subject! or! theme! which! is! addressed!
primarily! through! an! extended! photographic! essay.! Some! photobooks,! like! that! of! Fox!
Talbot,! have! texts! that! coexist! with! and! complement! the! photographs,! while! in! others,!
“words! and! pictures! fight! each! other,! in! some! cases! positively,! in! others! not”! (Parr! &!
Badger,! 2004,! p.! 9).! As! a! photobook,! Room$ Behaviour! is! comprised! entirely! of! “found”!
photographs,!which!Kovitz!selected,!ordered,!and!appropriated,!thereby!giving!“a!new!and!
potent!voice!to!the!material!of!others”!(Parr!&!Badger,!2004,!p.!8).!
! In! Parr! and! Badger’s! three! volume! history! of! the! photobook,! there! are! many!
examples!of!books!focusing!on!children!and!adolescents,!but!there!is!only!one!example!of!
an!extended!photographic!essay!on! the! subject!of! school,!namely,!The$Valley$Green$1951,!
edited!by!Jerry!DeFalco!and!Joan!Davison,!which!presents!the!story!of!the!American!Passaic!
Valley!Regional!High!School,!in!Little!Falls,!New!Jersey!(Parr!&!Badger,!2006,!p.!194R195).!
Parr!and!Badger!acknowledge! that! their!history! is!not! “the!perfect! survey”!and! that! they!
were!“partial!and!subjective! in!our!selection!and! tastes”! (Parr!&!Badger,!2006,!p.!5),!and!
certainly! there!have!been!many!more!photographic!essays!on! the!subject!of!school:! from!
Bernard!Fergusson!and!László!MoholyRNagy’s!1937!Eton$Portrait!to!Ian!Macdonald’s!more!
recent!Eton!(2007);!from!Robert!Coles!and!Nicolas!Nixon’s!study!of!three!schools!in!Boston,!
School! (1998),! to!David!Williams’!Pictures$ from$No$Man’s$Land! (1985)!with! its! focus!on!a!
school!for!girls!in!Edinburgh,!Scotland;!from!Les$Les$Bancs$de$L’École$(Kriegel,!2006)!drawn!
from! school! images! in! the! RogerRViollet! photographic! archive! to! Paulo! Catrica’s! visual!
essay! on! Portuguese! schooling,! Liceus! (2005);! and! from! Herb! Snitzer’s! photographic!
documentary!Living$at$Summerhill!(1963)!to!Julian!Germain’s!Classroom$Portraits!(2012),!a!
“global! typological! record! of! the! school! environment! and! children! experiencing! it! in! the!
21st! century”! (Germain,! 2012,! p.! 7).!All! of! these!photobooks! constitute! a! rich!but! largely!
ignored!source! for!historians!of!education.!Nevertheless,! the! last! twenty!years!have!seen!
historians! of! education! actively! engaging! with! the! “visual”! or! “pictorial! turn”! (see,! for!
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need! for! infinite! analyses! about! the! “representation! of! education! and! teaching! in!
visual!sources”,!the!source!material!is!too!limited!in!its!content!and!number!to!be!a!
representation!of! reality! and! can!only! really!be!used! a! complement! to! the! textual!
sources!with!which!it!has!to!be!interpreted!(Catteeuw!et!al.,!2005,!p.!229).!
What!then!of!the!present!article?!!
! Following! Benjamin,! “the! method! of! this! project”! was! montage.! Six! photographs!
were!identified!and!circulated!electronically!to!five!historians!of!education.!No!contextual!
information!was!supplied.!The!photographs!were!all!from!the!same!archive!in!Birmingham,!
England,! but! from! different! collections,! and! the! date! range! between! the! oldest! and! the!






! Liberated! from! their! original! contexts,! the! photographs!were!presented! as! “found!
objects.”!The!properties!of!a!photograph!do!not!change,!but!over! its!material!existence! it!
accumulates! and! accrues! different! meanings! as! it! enters! into! relationships! with! new!
contexts! and! audiences! (Walker,! 1997,! p.! 57).! John! Berger! has! pointed! to! an! “abyss”!
between!the!moment!recorded!in!a!photograph!and!the!moment!of!looking,!saying!that!an!
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Inés!Dussel:! Smell! is!one!of! the! “delicate,! invisible! threads”! that!weave!society! together,!
says!Georg!Simmel.!The!cramped!classroom!arouses!olfactory!memories!in!me!as!well.!How!







children! with! all! of! his! soul”! (Interview! Nr.! 9).! The!main! figure! in! the! classroom! is! the!
teacher! –! almost! invisible,! but! physically! very! present! –! the! centre! of! the! pupils’! line! of!
sight!as!well!as!emotions.!In!the!back,!the!“achievement!wall”!reminds!me!about!the!duty!to!
learn! diligently.! As! if! on! a! front! line,! the! pupils! in! the! classroom! are! surrounded! and!
disciplined!and!are!taught!with!passion.!Long!live!Foucault!!
!






focused! eyes! and!minds! and! by! stressing! school! as! an! olfactory! space! that! immediately!
triggers!affects!and!memories!of!the!omnipresence!of!discipline.!
!












building! materials,! for! instance)! in! the! photograph! that! evoked! with! me! the! odour! of!
schools,!being!the!smell!of!an!old!mimeograph!that!was!standing!in!front!of!the!class!room,!
a!materialized! anachronism! as! it! were.! The! “borders! between! present,! past! and! future”!
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To! repeat:! visuality! is! always! a! synthetic! act,! involving,! bodily,! discursive,! and! material!
factors.! A! schoolchild! scrutinizing! a! blackboard,! a! train! driver! obeying! a! signal,! or! an!
ophthalmologist!examining!a!myopic!eye:!none!of!these!acts!of!seeing!was!simply!an!effect!
of! crushing,!extrinsic!normalization,! technological!discipline,!or!pure,!unmediated!human!
will.! There! acts! of! perception! were,! instead,! the! particular,! relatively! durable! fusion! of!
extrinsic!agents!(light,!desk,!sign,!scope),!forms!of!discourse!(rules,!tests,!laws,!norms)!and!
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ID:!Look$up!$Here,$pay$attention!$The!silence!of! the! image!evokes! the!voices!of! command!
elicited!by!blackboards.!As!if!they!carried!a!perlocutionary!force,!they!organize!a!particular!
disposition!of!bodies!and!attention.!Easily!associated!with!fixity,!it!is!usually!forgotten!that!
blackboards! were! introduced! in! classrooms! to! make! students! move,! walk,! interact,! and!
turn! knowledge! into! a! public,! visible! record.! The! classroom! as! a! tactic! of! regulated!
freedom;!and!teachers!and!curriculum!as!choreographers!of!movements!and!talks.!
!
IK:!Teacher! interview:! “We!survived!almost! solely!with!chalk!and!a!desk,!notebooks!and!
writing!implements.!Children!had!a!sense!of!responsibility!towards!the!job!of!learning,!and!
you! could! ask! of! the! children! responsibilities! that,! unfortunately,! are! not! seen! today”!





KP:!The! image!displays! the! traditional!order!of!a!classroom,!and!the!viewer! immediately!
recalls!how!the!students!and!the!teacher!should!move!and!interact!within!this!material!and!




educational! space.! However,! once! human! agents! appear! on! this! modelled! stage,! their!
presence!will!add!sounds,!smells,!movements,!disturbances!and!interruptions.!
!
LRR:!Subjects!of! schooling.!Otter’s! insistence!on! the!body!and!on! the! subjective! asks! for!
pupils!and!teachers!to!inhabit!the!classroom!in!the!photograph,!becoming!part!of!the!clearR
cut! and! disciplinary! layRout! portrayed! here,! and! interacting! with! it.! Anyhow,! the! strict!
order!of!the!depicted!classroom!fixates!the!rhythm!of!listing!detached!elements!in!Otter’s!




2012)! as! well! as! a! metaphor! for! educational! practices! as! is! the! school! desk! (Depaepe,!
Simon!&!Verstraete,!2014;!Herman!et!al.,!2011).!The!position!in!the!classroom!transforms!it!
into! an! altarpiece.! By! “wiping! out”! teacher! and! pupils,! this! image! intensifies! the! tunnel!
vision! the! blackboard! installs! in! the! pupil.! Textbooks! and! exercise! books! are! mere!
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Between! two! peals! of! the! bell! lay! the! break,! the! second! precipitating! the! shuffling,!
chattering!uproar!with!which!the!mass!of!pupils!streaming!through!only!two!doors,!surged!
up! the! narrow! stairway! from! floor! to! floor.! These! staircases! I! have! always! hated:! hated!
when! I! was! forced! to! climb! them! amid! the! herd,! a! forest! of! calves! and! feet! before!me,!
defencelessly!exposed!to!the!bad!odours!emanating!from!all!the!bodies!pressing!so!closely!
against!mine;!hated!no!less!when,!arriving!late,!passing!deserted!corridors,! I!hastened!up!
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ID:!Hate!is!seldom!spoken!in!education,!having!been!confined!to!the!corner!of!bad!feelings!
that! have! to! be! cleanly! disposed! of.! Benjamin’s! words! bring! back! the! low! passions! that!
populate!schools.!Still,!there!is!some!mismatch!with!the!picture.!In!these!stairways!it!would!
have!been!difficult! to! run!hastily! to! the!upper! floor,! or! to! feel! the! odour! of! others.! They!
seem! a! nice! place! to! hide.! But! then,! the! saints! act! as! masterly! figures! that! dissuade!









KP:! Walter! Benjamin! describes! school! corridors! as! transitory! spaces! that! mirror! the!











itself!moving”! (Massumi,! 2002,! p.! 1).!Massumi’s!words! echo!Benjamin’s!memories! about!
the! fears! and! discomfort! of! climbing! his! school’s! stairwells! before! and! between! classes.!
Even!the!empty!corridor!is!turned!into!a!highly!affective!space.!The!empty!space!exposes!




AVG:! Boys! only,! arms! crossed,! lined! up! and! ready! to! enter! the! building.! The! teacher!
repeatedly! snaps! his! fingers.! Snap! –! the! queue! proceeds! to! the! door.! Snap! –! the! queue!
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Ample& space& has& been& allowed& for& the& reading& matter,& since& overcrowding& the& page& is&
another(cause(of(eyeRstrain.(The( type( face(chosen( (!̶ is!notably!clear,!wellRformed!and! free!
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and! films,! to!which! he! opposes! the! horizontal! plane! that!makes! room! for! oblique,! awry!
operations.! But!Munro’s! books! are! to! be! carefully! designed! so! as! to! appear! natural! and!





earlier.! Colourful,! lots! of! information;! but! children!don’t!want! to! think!now.! I! really! fear!
that!the!time!will!come!when!children!will!only!have!laptops!(…)!Children!don’t!read,!and!




KP:! The! history! of! books! suggests! that! the! shift! from! reading! aloud! to! reading! silently!
happened! simultaneously! with! the! rise! of! the! printing! business! and! the! creation! of!
libraries.!Reading!silently!implies!that!the!reader!is!alone!with!the!text!and!able!to!reflect!
independently! on!what! he! or! she! reads.! The! text! of! the!manual! does! not!mention! these!
effects! of! silent! reading! and! instead! focuses! on! the!material! quality! of! books! and!how! it!





construct! involving! artists,! teachers! and! pupils! as!well! as! ideas,! guidance! literature! and!
reading!habits.!It!also!involves!the!silence!between!the!small!readers!and!the!atmosphere!
of! the! reading! corner!with! its!wooden! table! and! the! little! plant,! situating! the! books! and!




AVG:! The! first! thing! popping! up! in! my!mind! was! that! this! image! doesn’t! belong! to! the!
school! cultures! I! remember.! In!my!memory! reading!most!often!was! a! collective! venture,!
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replacing! them! one! by! one! ...! This! rearrangement! of! my! territory! rarely! takes! place! at!
random.!It!most!often!corresponds!to!the!beginning!or!end!of!a!specific!piece!of!work! ...! I!




On! the!whole,! I! could!say! that! the!objects! that!are!on!my!workRtable!are! there!because! I!
want!them!to!be!...!there!are!objects!useful!for!my!work!which!aren’t!or!aren’t!always!there!
on! my! workRtable! ,! others! which! aren’t! immediately! useful! ,! or! useful! for! some! other!
purpose,!or!not!useful!at!all!but!which!are!there!all!the!same!...![it!is]!a!way!of!marking!out!
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ID:! The! teacher’s! desk! as! a! workRtable.$ Perec’s! verbal! images! are! detailed! and! precise.!
Juxtaposed!to!the!photo,!they!set!the!teacher!in!motion:!she!leans!down,!adjusts!her!lenses,!
bites! her! lip,! and! writes! down! in! a! notebook! (a! student’s?! her! own?).! As! Perec,! she!
rearranges!her!books! and!papers,! but! is! it! her! territory?!Words! and! images!point! to! the!
amount! of!work! needed! to!make! teaching! happen,! but! they! also!make! us!wonder! about!
whose!writing,!which!work.!
!
IK:! Teacher! interview:! “Textbooks!were! the! same! throughout! the! country,! and!we!knew!
exactly!and!clearly!what!we!had! to!know!!There!was!no!waffling,! like!now.!You!had! that!
book,! that! one…! and! that! is! what! you! had! to! know!! (…)! Every! August,! schools! were!
controlled! and!we,! as! teachers,! prepared! a! lot! for! this.! Every! classroom,! every! teacher’s!
class!had!to!have!tables,!materials,!and!various!folders!that!were!created!according!to!strict!





that! similar!processes!of!marking!and!ordering! space! take!place! in! the! classroom.! Image!
and!text! interact!and!become!entangled!objects! to! think!with!and! interrogate!each!other.!
The!writer! of! the! text!may! unconsciously! repeat!what! he!was! taught! at! school,! and! the!
arrangement!of!things!on!his!workRtable!may!not!at!all!be!a!result!of!his!own!free!will.!The!







continuous! organisation! of! material! objects.! The! photograph! integrates! the! teacher’s!
organisation! of! things! in! a! timeRspecific! example! of! how! material! and! social! orders!




AVG:!Although! I! see! a! tidy!workRtable,! to!me! this! image!primarily! is! about! time!and!not!
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The!still! image!arrests! the! flow!of! time,! freezes! the!event,!allowing!us! to! look! longer,!get!
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ID:!Will!the!meaning!of!this!image!be!completed!by!our!questions?!Maybe!a!starting!point!is!
to! interrogate! its! stillness.!Perhaps,! as!Trinh!MinhRha!says,! in! stillness!one!may! find! true!
speed.! How! many! people! piled! up! the! banks?! What! and! who! made! this! arrangement!
possible?!Doesn’t!it!feel!like!a!pause!waiting!to!be!disrupted?!Can!we!go!outside!and!play?!









burdened!with! numerous! interpretations,! comments,! affects! and! reflections.! However,! it!
may!be!useful!to!look!at!the!material!presence!captured!in!a!photograph.!The!photograph!






the! light! or! the!material! order! of! school?! Do! I!wish! to! interpret! discourses! of! discipline!
materialised!in!everyday!school!life?!Stuart!Hall’s!text!requires!me!to!reflect!on!where!and!
how!I! look!at!and!read!the!picture.!First! it!makes!my!eyes! flicker,!slowly!becoming!more!
aware!of!the!different!perspectives!it!allows!me!to!zoom!in!and!out!of.!At!the!same!time,!the!
photo!clearly!frames!the!questions!of!the!text!for!me!and!situates!them!in!a!specific!context.!
Taken! together,! the! text! and! the! image! ask! how! the! photographic! image! can! be! read! in!




and! discipline.! The! background! symbolizes!what! is! out! of! reach! of! children.! Our! gaze! is!
attracted! to! the! outside! (the! light)! like! clouds! catch! the! pupils’! eyes! when! they! are!
dreaming! away! in! the! classroom.! The! door! is! blocked.! Throw! open! doors! and!windows.!
Create! mediators! between! the! inside! and! the! outside! (Van! Gorp,! 2011,! p.! 518).! The!
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“We!seek!revelation!with!our!eyes:”!Concluding!remarks!(1)!




not! always! fully! translate! into! images.! And!words! and! images! also! evoke! smells,! tastes,!
sounds,! touchings.! Visual! media! are! always! already! mixed.! This! experiment! of! rubbing!
images!and!texts!against!each!other!can!illuminate!some!points!in!common,!and!also!make!
us!reflect!on! the!possibilities!and! limits!of!each!of! these!modes! for!understanding!school!
culture.!If!reading!(texts!or!images)!is!always!putting!signs!in!relation!to!other!signs,!then!
what! relationships! are! we!making! with! these! signs?!While! for! academics! it! is! easier! to!
reference!texts!to!give!a!sense!of!where!the!words!came!from,!images!are!more!difficult!to!













control! the! interpretations! given! to! their! artifacts! by! the! public! by! giving! them! cues! of!
different!kinds”!(Burke,!2001:!182).!Yet,!text!can!destroy,!transform,!supplement,!deny,!and!
even! give! a! different! meaning! to! the! world! created! by! the! photographer.! This! was! my!
conclusion!having!realized!how!well!texts!about!the!reality!of!Soviet!school!are!suited!for!







and! images! are! cultural! objects! that! interact!with! each! other! and!with! humans! in!many!
ways,! alternative! arrangements! of! images! and! texts! would! have! resulted! in! different!
threads!of!meaning!(Latour,!2005;!Ingold,!2007).!Both,! images!and!texts!are!material!and!
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social! objects! to! think! with! and! to! talk! about! while! they! travel! though! space! and! time!
(Appadurai,!1986).!During! their! journeys! they!become!entangled!with!various!audiences,!
spaces! and!places,! all! of!which! contribute! to! the!making! of!meaning(s).!When! images! as!
presenters! of! material! evidence! become! social! objects,! they! usually! trigger! sounds! and!
smells,! they! become! objects! of! affect! and! bring! countless! memories! to! the! surface!
(Edwards,! 2012,! 2006;! Burke! and! Grosvenor,! 2011;! Grosvenor,! 2012).! Literary! texts,!
however,! are! presenters! of! the! structure! of! feeling! (Williams,! 1980).! As! such,! they! also!
describe! affects! and! sensations! that! are! experienced! physically! (Smith,! 2007;! Rodaway,!
1994).! In! contrast,! academic! texts!deliver!a!maximum!of! interpretation! that! claims! to!be!
objective.! They!model! and! standardize! educational!manifestations! in! a! normative!way! –!
sometimes!by!means!of!empirical!data!and!numbers.!This!raises!the!question!if!academic!
texts!are!able!to!challenge!educational!norms,!bridge!the!gaps!and!fill!in!the!blanks!that!we!
may! discover! when! looking! at! photography! and! literary! texts! (Priem,! 2014).! The!
phenomenon! of! school! culture! can! be! translated! into! and! reflected! in! many! genres! –!
photography,! videos! and! films,! paintings,! literary! texts,! philosophical! texts,! empirically!
based! academic! texts! etc.! –! each! of!which! is! equally! important! for! the! history! of! school!
culture.! It! is! their! interaction!and!their!status!as!social!objects!that!create!a!meshwork!of!
meaning(s)! (Ingold,! 2008;! Poos,! 2015),! a! multidimensional,! overlapping! and! entangled!
collective!memory! (Assmann,! 2006)! that! pushes! us! to! think! further.! As! for! photography!
and! other! objects! of! art,! it! is! important! to! also! look! at! their! physical! presence,! their!





LRR:! Taken! together,! these! texts! and! images! reveal! the! complexity! of! school! life! as! they!






written! memoirs! through! each! other,! the! empty! space! is! chaotically! filled! with! bodies,!
sounds! and! touch,! with! fear! and! discomfort.! This! leads! me! to! ask! questions! about! the!
affective!dimension!of!school!space.!Moreover,!texts!and!images!seem!to!be!(reR)situated!in!
the! process! of! diffraction.! In! the! last! example,! Stuart! Hall’s! text! originally!written! as! an!
introduction!to!Paul!Gilroy’s!book!about!race!is!read!through!the!photograph!of!the!sunlit!
gym! and! thereby! it! is! reRsituated! in! the! context! of! school! and! educational! history.! As!
revealed! in!my!reflections!on! this! final!example,!as!a! researcher! I!also!play!an! important!
part! in! reading! texts! and! images! through! each! other! (Barad,! 2007:! xRxi).! Inevitably,! my!
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like! an! exercise! into! “walking! down! memory! lane,”! although! it! not! always! referred! to!
pleasant!childhood!memories.!Obviously,!this!is!about!the!visual.!Scanning!the!images,!my!
eye! intuitively! focused! on! particular! details.! Reading! the! texts,! my! eyes! again!
spontaneously! isolated! particular! notions.! However,! in! both! cases! it! linked! up! with!






mere! illustrations! but! as! “(re)sources,”! as! objects! of! analysis! and! interpretation! (Tosh,!
2015,!pp.!213R15).!That!bias!results!from!my!“knowing!gaze”!as!both!historical!researcher!
and! as! someone! familiar!with! visual!methodologies! (Grosvenor,! 2010;! Van! Gorp,! 2011).!
Talking! about! school! cultures,! here,! nevertheless! involves! the! intermingling! of! bias! and!




For! the! record,! I! am!44!years!old!when!writing! these! reflections,!meaning! that! I!went! to!
school!in!the!1970s!and!1980s.!I!am!Belgian!and!only!went!to!Catholic!schools,!reason!why!
I! identify! the!most!with! the! second! and! the! last! image! for! it! resembles! the! rigid! school!
system!of!order!and!discipline!I!was!used!to.!Actually,!it!is!the!three!nonRpopulated!images!
that! “touch”!me! the!most.! Reviving! the! school! culture(s)! in!my!memories,! it! is! a! certain!
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A!photograph!is!only!a!fragment!from!the!past,!and!as!Sontag!noted,!“with!the!passage!of!
time! its!moorings! come!unstuck.! It!drifts!away! into!a! soft! abstract!pastness,!open! to!any!
kind!of!reading”!(Sontag,!1979,!p.!71).!So!what!kind!of!readings!have!been!presented!here!
by! our! five! riskRtaking! historians?! Their! individual! short! texts,! like! the! extracts!
accompanying! each! image,! in! themselves! constitute! “extended! captions,”! but! like! all!
captions! they!offer! only!one! interpretation! and! cannot! “permanently! restrict! or! secure! a!
picture’s!meaning”!(Sontag,!1979,!p.!108).!At!the!same!time,!these!texts!are!also!the!product!
of! an! intermingling! of! personal! and! professional! history,! of! sense! of! self! in! time,! of!
remembering! and! recollecting,! and!of! bias! in! terms!of! theoretical! preferences! (the! latter!
also! representing! an! affirmation! of! the! resilience! of! History! of! Education! as! an! open!
discipline).!If!we!acknowledge!the!complex!issues!which!circulate!around!identity,!memory!




cultures.! They! cause! us! to! reflect! and! push! us! to! think! further.! The! visual! and! textual!
sources! we! use! to! tell! our! stories! of! the! past! are! in! turn! the! product! of! people! who!
inhabited!their!own!cultural!contexts!and!perspectives.! It! follows!that! to!engage!with!the!
past!we!have!to!enter!into!a!dialogue!with!those!people!and!their!contexts.!!
Finally,! one! of! the! reviewers! on! reading! the! manuscript! was! reminded! of! Roger!




this! case,! of! an! encounter!between! the! two! men,! which! is! not! supported! by! any!
document.!It!is!this!discrepancy!regarding!the!rules!that!Icall!indiscipline.$Boucheron!
shows!what!historical!knowledge!can!expect!from!a!reasoned!use!of!the!imagination!
while! he! indicates,! in! the! negative,! the! limits! or! the! fragilities! of! the! historian's!
discourse!(Chartier,!2015).4!
The! extent! to!which! this! article! is! an! encounter!with! "indiscipline",! and! one! that!makes!
"visible"!the!encoded!"invisible",!gives!"a!new!and!potent!voice!to!the!material!of!others"!
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